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SEASONAL GREETINGS
TO ALL OUR MEMBERS
THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING

PETER VONWILLER

FULL DETAILS OF THIS MEETING IN WORCESTER NEXT APRIL AND A BOOKING FORM ARE
DISTRIBUTED WITH THIS EDITION OF YOUR NEWSLETTER. WE URGE YOU TO ENJOY AND
BENEFIT FROM THE OPPORTUNITY TO ADD TO AND SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF SWISS
PHILATELY WHILST MEETING AND SOCIALISING WITH FELLOW MEMBERS. ADDITIONALLY,
ATTENDANCE AT THE AGM ENABLES YOUR VOICE TO BE HEARD WITH REGARD TO THE
RUNNING OF THE SOCIETY. THOSE MEMBERS AND THEIR PARTNERS WHO HAVE ATTENDED IN
PAST YEARS KNOW JUST WHAT A PLEASANT OCCASION THIS IS AND FIRST TIMERS ARE
ASSURED OF A VERY WARM WELCOME.
SOUVENIR CARDS OF THE FESTIVAL VAUDOIS

ERIC LIENHARD

Dear fellow afflicted, for over 10 years I have been hunting for Festival Vaudois cards. The two illustrated
above are from my collection. During this year the top number rose from 16, then to 27, and it now
stands at 29. At present I am still looking for Nos. 4, 7, 9, 10, 11, 17, 18, 22, 24, 25, 26, 28 and 30
onwards. As the Society's Vice-Chairman I don't wish to pull rank, but if any kind soul can ease my
suffering, I would be grateful. Please contact me by email at elienhard@hotmail.co.uk.
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THE HEINZ KATCHER MEMORIAL DISPLAY 2012 PART ONE

December 2012
BOB MEDLAND

This article is based on the Heinz Katcher Memorial Display presented by Bob Medland at the Helvetia
Philatelic Society's Annual National Meeting on the 16th April 2012. It was entitled 'Hand-stamp or
Cancellation? : an Explanation of the Mysteries of Postmarks'. For those who were unable to see this
wonderful display Bob and our Webmaster, Fred Hoadley, have managed to download it in full on the
Society’s Website www.swiss-philately.co.uk Bob is to be congratulated for this excellent piece of work,
which will be of great service to many Swiss philatelists now and in the future. (Editor).
The purpose of cancellations and hand-stamps on mail is a fascinating area of postal history. For some
collectors they are of greater interest than stamps themselves, mainly due to the additional information
that they convey. This is just a short introduction to a vast subject and some introductory notes are
required.
Firstly, what is the difference between a cancellation and a hand-stamp? As far as I am aware there are
no strict definitions but I would summarise them as follows:
Cancellation. A marking applied by the post office when accepting an item of pre-paid mail into the
postal system that invalidates a stamp for further use.
Hand-stamp. Virtually any other form of marking by mechanical means, including the following: straightline post-office mark; instructional marks to advise of correct franking (PP, PD or RL); registration; bulk
mailing; ‘too late for the post’; postal route; transit marks; rejection/return of mail; postage due (tax); tax
perçue; and many others.
Secondly, I should add a note on cancellations in relation to pre-payment or franking of mail. Under early
Swiss postal regulations, correct franking could be confirmed only by a post office that had accounting
status. Circular date-stamps (CDS) were issued for the cancellation of stamps correctly affixed on mail;
sometimes the word ‘Franco’ was inscribed off-stamp to confirm that franking was adequate. Generally
from 1850 onwards, in the absence of any other marking, a CDS confirmed that postage had been prepaid. However, items of mail were accepted at locations other than full post offices, such as postal/parcel
acceptance stations, railway stations etc. In these circumstances, the item would be struck off-stamp
with (usually) a straight-line hand-stamp. Subsequently the franking would be cancelled at the parent
post office. That is the theory, anyway, but there are many variations on the theme.
Thirdly, postal marks were illustrated and listed with incredible detail in the loose-leaf eight-volume work
'Gross Handbuch der Abstemplungen auf Schweizer Marken 1843-1907' by F.X. Andres and Hans
Emmenegger (1969) (referred to as AW hereinafter). There was one issue of revised pages but sadly it
has been long out of print.
CANCELLATIONS
(a) Geneva and Zürich rosettes
The Geneva and Zürich rosette obliterators were among the earliest cancellers used on postage stamps
and are found mainly on the Cantonal issues from the late 1840s and the 'Rayon' period (early 1850s).
On the Rayon II issue they are usually associated with the early, rarer lithographic printing stones. Later
examples including on Strubels, were probably of 'philatelic' origin i.e. cancelled as a favour on request
or even forgeries.

Fig. 1: Zürich rosette; grille obliterators Federal / Bellelay / Geneva / Luzern / St. Gallen
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(b) Federal grille (lozenge or 'Raute')
Federal grille hand-stamps were issued from 1851 onwards. On 7 th December 1854 an official
Federal post office instruction made their use (in black ink) mandatory for cancelling stamps: the use
of other marks for cancelling stamps was expressly prohibited. The instruction was rescinded wef
24/5/1857. These dates can be a useful aid in identifying various Strubel printings. The most common
form of federal grille was with parallel lines from end to end of the lozenge; other versions are known
from Geneva (lines parallel to the sides, also cross-hatched), Luzern (widely-spaced lines), Bellelay
(cross-cut lines) and, uniquely, St Gallen (with St G inserted).
(c) Circular date stamps
From the 1840s onwards, accountable post offices were issued with date stamps for recording the
date and time of acceptance, transit and arrival of mail. Circular date stamps are by far the
commonest.
Early ‘Elzevir’ cancellers. From the 1830s onwards numerous designs of cancellers were issued in
'Elzevir' or serif font, with either a single or double circle. They are listed in over 20 groups in AW,
according to size, layout and presence/format of date/time plugs. Of these the most distinctive are
AW Groups 100 and 120 - larger cancellers with one or two circles, decorated fleurons, cantonal
shields etc. The dates and time were altered by changing metal plugs, a fiddly and messy exercise;
mistakes sometimes resulted in missing or inverted figures. They were gradually replaced from the
1860s onwards and so are mainly to be found on Strubels and Sitting Helvetias. Examples of use
thereafter are scarce.

Fig. 2: Early Elzevir cds (Rheineck error with month/year plugs inverted)
Early Plain Font cancellers. In the 1850/60s cancellers were issued in similar designs but
incorporating a less distinctive, functional plain font. Listed by AW in 18 groups, generally these were
smaller in diameter, including the distinctive ‘Fingerhut’ or thimble cancel (Group 104 - c600 versions)
and the ‘Zwerg’ or dwarf cancel (Group 138 - over 200 versions), the latter design without year plugs
and for some reason highly-collectible.

Fig. 3 Early plain cds Thimble / dwarf / moustache / large / two-ring / office
Elzevir Reel cancellers. A major innovation – still in use today - was the introduction of date reels
instead of interchangeable plugs, designed by manufacturer Güller & Cie. This improvement was a
welcome development for post office clerks, obviating the fiddly and messy exercise of changing the
'plug' inserts for time, date, month and year, also the necessity of safely storing plugs that were not in
use. The earliest and most attractive were AW Group 148, the last cancellers to be made using
Elzevir font. Issued mainly in 1866/67, mostly they were in use for only a few years, possibly due to
structural design/reliability problems.
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Fig. 4 : Reel cancellers Elzevir / Hybrid / fine bars (town) / Geneva bulge / heavy bars (village) / 'K'
Standard Reel Cancellers. From the late 1860s onwards, hundreds of new reel cancellers were issued,
using plain (block) script/font, almost entirely replacing Elzevir cancellers by 1880. Around a dozen
varieties were issued, with greater conformity of design and less individuality than their predecessors –
such was institutional progress even in the mid-19th Century. Interestingly, decorative additions started
appearing in the designs again from 1900 onwards, including the well-known ‘Razorblade’. (To continue)

NEXT HPS REGIONAL MEETINGS
Northern Region - Saturday 1st December 'Swiss Mail to Britain' – All Members (Neville Nelder is unable
to give his display on the 'Jura Bernois') at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at
2.00.pm. Further details of this and future meetings from David Hope Tel. 0161 303 0091.
Southern Region - Saturday 23rd February 2013 'Cinderellas' – All Members ; Saturday 8th June
'Disinfection of Mail' – guest speaker V. Denis Vandervelde. Another topic will be chosen for the
afternoon session for all members to participate in. Saturday 5th October 'The Swiss Postal Coach
Service' – David Hope. All meetings will take place at the Cricketfield House Hotel, Wilton Road,
Salisbury, Wiltshire commencing at 10.30.am. Further details from Fred Hoadley Tel. 01403 711987.
CLARIFICATION - Reference the article 'Useful New Books' in the November edition of the Newsletter
(Page 86). The paragraph on the book by Giovanni Balimann entitled 'Die Automobil - postburos der
Schweizer PTT 1937 BIS 2003' was a direct quote from 'Tell'. In case there is any confusion, the book is
about the mobile post offices. The American translation seems to be different to ours. Thanks to David
Hope for pointing this out to me (Editor).
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DAVID WHITWORTH

The Nachnahme service for debt collection through the post is well documented, and has been the
subject of several articles in the Newsletter. However there seems to be little information about the
special envelopes used to collect debts through the post, with invoices enclosed in the unsealed
envelopes. The small publication ZAK devotes a few words on one page with a brief description of their
use, together with a chart giving three rates of charges from 1898 up to 1972. In the March 2010 issue of
the Newsletter, Werner Gattiker gave us an excellent article explaining the use of these envelopes, and
as I had one or two examples I started to look out for more. I quickly found that there are a number of
different types of envelope printed from 1875 onwards. In this article I will try to show the different types
of envelope which I have found.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

The first envelope introduced in 1875 was a Postal Stationery envelope with an imprinted 50c. value. I
don’t propose to elaborate on these envelopes, they are listed in Zumstein ‘ganzschen schweiz’, which
also tells us that they were discontinued on 30th November 1891, and from 1st December new envelopes,
without a value imprint were used (they were available, presumably from the Post Office, from 12 th
November 1891).
The new envelope (Fig. 1), printed by Gebhardt, Rösch & Schatzmann, was initially printed on the same
paper as used for the earlier envelopes, a rectangular watermarked paper, described in Zumstein as
‘quadrilliertes papier’. The title was ‘Internes Einzugsmandat’ in German or ‘Recouvrement interne’ in
French. A space for postage stamps was provided at the top right hand side. A print run was displayed at
the bottom left hand side of the envelope; G.R. & S. – X 91. – 220,000, with the No.1550 on the right.
The size of the envelope was approximately 108x170mm. Three spaces for receiving marks were on the
reverse, also three lines for remarks concerning the disposition of the envelope.
In subsequent years there were several changes made to the title and layout of the envelopes, when
looking for the changes made, the first thing to look at is the print run. This was initially on the front of the
envelope, usually with the reference number for the envelope itself, No. 1550. The month and year of
printing were displayed, thus it is possible to follow the various alterations over the years. As there are a
number of years missing in my collection of envelopes from 1891 to the latest printing I have seen
(1967), it is not always possible to be precise about the dates when changes to the envelope were
made. I can only point out the major changes I have seen.
The first change in the envelope seems to have been the replacement of the former ‘quadrilliertes’
watermarked paper with a plain brown granite paper, this was used in 1895 (G R & S – V 95), note there
are no full stops after the initials G R & S. Also the space for postage stamps now lists the Tax, up to 20
Fr. – 15Cts, for larger amounts – 30Cts. A year later (G R & S IX 96) the address was to ‘An die Postelle
A L’Office de Poste’ replacing ‘An das Postbureau Au Bureau de Poste’. The next change happened in
1898, the print run G R S – VI 98, shows a hyphen introduced in the title, and a space was provided for
an arrival number (Ankunfts-nummer) at the top left hand side of the envelope. More significantly the
size of the envelope was increased to 116 x 170mm. (Fig. 2)
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A print run G R S – IX. 01 has a number of new features; the title is on two lines, the German title above
the French title. ‘An die Postelle’ and ‘A L’Office de Poste’ are replaced with new wording above the
debtor's name, and there is new wording at the bottom of the envelope ‘Erledigt mit Geldanweisung’ and
‘Règlé par mandat-poste’ No….. This translates to ‘Settled with money order’ No….. On the reverse, in
addition to the circles for receiving marks and two lines for written comments, there are now spaces
which are to be completed by the postman; dates for first and second presentation, and a space for the
date when payment was made or refused, together with spaces for the postman’s and the debtor’s
signatures. (Fig. 3)

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

At some date after 1902 a new printer was employed, a print run from 1906 is W. R. & Cie. – I. 06. with
the title and all other wording on the envelope in three languages, the Italian title ‘Riscossione’ is
beneath the French and German titles. In the following year, with the print run W. R. & Cie. – IX. 07, the
title was simplified to single words, with the German title in bold lettering ‘Einzugsmandat’, above the
smaller French and Italian titles, ‘Recouvrement’ and ‘Riscossione. In the space for postage stamps no
values are given, it reads simply Frankomarken, and on a line below in smaller print, Timbres-poste. –
Francobolli. At the bottom of the envelope there was a space for an arrival number on the left, and on the
right, the space for confirming payment ‘Eriedigt mit Geldanweisung’ and ‘Règlé par mandat-poste’ No…
On the reverse the printing was inverted, the envelope has to be turned over vertically in order to read
the text, presumably to make it easier for the postman to fill in the details on the reverse. The receiving
marks on the reverse are placed at the bottom of the envelope, and there are two lines available for
comments.
1907 also saw the introduction of Private Debt Collection envelopes with imprinted stamps; as postal
stationery items these are listed in the Zumstein catalogue mentioned above. The envelopes are almost
identical to those requiring postage stamps. I have three printings from 1908; the first is W. R. & Cie. –
III. 08. this is the same as the previous year. A second W. R. & Cie. – VIII. 08, is a Private Postal
Stationery Envelope, at the bottom there are now two options given for payment, either by Postal Order
(Postanweisung) or Paying-in Slip (Einzahlungsschein), (Fig. 4). The third printing, W. R. & Cie. – XII. 08
is a standard envelope requiring postage stamps, identical to W. R. & Cie. VIII. 08 except in one respect,
it has a reference number 1560, a printing error surely.
With a gap of five years, the next print run I have is W. R. & Cie. – VIII. 13. In the space for postage
stamps beneath the wording Francomarken, etc., there is now the wording ‘Taxe wie für eingeschriebene
Briefe’ (tax the same as a registered letter) with a similar text - in French and Italian. Beneath the
creditor's name or stamp on the front, there is now a printed space for his account number
(Postcheckrechnung), to be used for sending payments to the creditor. The reverse has only one line for
comments, but has additional spaces to be filled in by the postman. Beneath these there are now printed
instructions, which roughly translated, state that ‘if court presentation is requested, an official form
requesting court action, (obtainable at the courts), must be included in the envelope, with an advance on
costs (Kostenvorschuss) paid with postage stamps to the value of 90 cts (85 cts for local post) for
amounts up to fr.100. - ; fr.1.60 (local post fr. 1.55) for higher amounts. In this case the envelope must
be unsealed when taken to the post office counter’.
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Two years later in 1915, the print run W. R. & Cie. – V. 15 is now printed on the reverse of the envelope,
the instructions described in the paragraph above, appear at the top of the envelope. Alongside these
instructions there is now a space for a postage stamp with words, Einzugsgebühr, Droit d’encaissement,
Diritto d’incasso, which translate to ‘encashment fee’. I have never seen an envelope with a stamp
affixed, On the front of the envelope, the spaces for the arrival number and confirmation of payment
have changed sides, whilst above there is a single line for instructions concerning pursuit of the debt.
This was formerly on the reverse. (Fig. 5)

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

This general format seems to have been unchanged for a few years, apart from minor alterations. For
example with the print run W. R. & Cie. – I. 18; at the bottom of the envelope the spaces for arrival
number and confirmation of payment have been expanded, whilst on the reverse the spaces where the
postman indicates the various dates, (e.g. for payment), they are now preceded with the text: Bezahlt
den – payé le – Pagato il….., formerly it read Bezahlt – Payé – Pagato, with the words den, le, il placed
one upon another. Similarly the wording for postman and debtor, following the dates for payment or
refusal, was reduced to two lines, German on top with French and Italian beneath. The advance on costs
was increased by 5cts to 95 cts (90 cts local), following the internal postage rate increases on 1st
January 1918. However a later private envelope for MAGGI KEMPTTAL, with the print run W. R. & Cie. –
VI. 18, reverts to the earlier style of V 15 on the front, with the exception that the wording for the account
number in German is ‘Post-Konto’ replacing ‘Postcheckrechnung’. The advance on costs on the reverse
was also increased by 10c, to fr.1.05, (local fr.1.). A third print run of an envelope requiring postage
stamps, W. R. & Cie. – IX. 18, is the same as I. 18, with the advance on costs remaining at fr. 1.05 (local
fr.1.)
The print run W. R. & Cie. – XI. 19 was unchanged, but a private envelope, again for MAGGI KEMPTTAL,
with the print run W. R. & Cie. – VI. 20 reverts to the style used for the print run VI. 18, except that the
advance on costs on the reverse is no longer specified, the text now states the amount required can be
found at the Post Office on (O.P art 134 no 3). Print runs, W. R. & Cie. – IV. 21, W. R. & Cie. – IX. 21,
and W. R. & Cie. – II. 22 are the same as XI. 19, however the font size of II. 22 is smaller for most of the
wording on the front, whilst the wording at the top, Postes suisses. – Schweizerische Postverwaltung. –
Poste svizzere is bolder with different hyphens.
A second printing made in 1922 is P.G.L. - VI. 22. a new printer, with a bolder font on both the front and
back of the envelope, this is much easier to read, although it takes up more space. A third printing
however in 1922, W. R. & Cie. –VIII. 22 reverts to the previous printer and is the same as II. 22. In 1923
the heading was changed again, I have a print run W. R. & Cie. – XI. 23 where the top line is now
‘Schweizerische Postverwaltung’, with ‘Postes suisses - Poste svizzere’ beneath; otherwise the envelope
appears unchanged.
In 1924 the print run No. 1550. – IX. 24. – 2,000,000. – the Format C6 (114 x 162) is back on the front
of the envelope, however the printer’s initials are omitted but the envelope size is included. The wording
at the bottom of the envelope was changed again, the arrival number returns to the left hand side, and
the method of payment on the right is arranged in one column, with Einzahlungsschein etc. placed
above Postanweisung etc. The text on the reverse is bolder; similar to the PGL printing from 1922. An
envelope with the print run No. 1550. – VIII. 25. (Fig. 6) has new wording in the space provided for
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postage stamps; after ‘Timbres-poste’ in French it reads ‘Même tax que pour les lettres recommandées
plus une tax d'encaissement de 20 cts.’ (the same tax as for a registered letter plus a collection tax of 20
cts.). On the reverse, the cell for a postage stamp now has the words Gebühr für 2 Vorweisung, Droit
pour 2me présentation, Diritto per la 2a presentazione, (fee for second presentation) with a value 20 ct.
beneath the words. Also the words Frist verlangt, den, Délai demandé, le, etc. (time limit requested)
have been moved to the left replacing the words Vorgeweisen am, Présenté le, Presentata il, (presented
on). On an envelope with a print run No. 1550. – VIII. 26., I have found only one word changed; in the
section on the left hand side of the front where the account number is recorded the Italian word ‘degli’
was changed to ‘di’. (To be continued, including details of Fig 6)
SOCIETY NEWS
Awards – Our Secretary, Peter Vonwiller, writes : Members with long memories and those who wonder
as to what happened “Yesterday” may be interested to know that, when moving the contents of the
Library recently, four awards came to light. The Honorary Secretary now has in his possession bronze
medals that were awarded to the Society for the excellence of our Newsletter in 1970, 1978, 1982 and
1985. The first was on the occasion of the International Philatelic Exhibition held in London whilst the
other three were awarded at British Philatelic Exhibitions. Justifiably proud of our Newsletter we have
been so fortunate that successive Editors have upheld such high standards. The medals themselves will
be on view at the 2013 Annual National Meeting to be held in Worcester next April.
More recently, Ian Gilchrist, has picked up several more awards at the ABPS 2012 National Exhibition in
Perth, Scotland – two Large Golds and two Special Prizes for Red Cross exhibits and a Gold for his
SCADTA Airline 1923 – 1937 display.
The Society has been informed of the death of one of our members – Mr. C.R. Micotti who lived in
Oxfordshire. We extend our sincere condolences to his family.
A membership subscription form from the Society's Treasurer, Norton Wragg, is enclosed with this
edition of the Newsletter. Prompt payment would greatly assist him and ensure that the Society's
finances remain in a healthy state. You are reminded that those members who receive the newsletter by
email benefit from a lower subscription to reflect the savings on distribution costs. Thankyou.
AT LAST! The retired Newsletter Editor, Peter Hobbs, has opened “The Old Oak Chest”. What are you
looking for? Stamps, covers, cards, perfins, coil stamps, postage dues, facsimilies, fakes, reference
books, catalogues, (Zumstein 1925), even a COMPARATEC ! Ring 01255 31 09 71 and ask Peter to see
if what you are looking for is there.
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Helvetia Philatelic Society Subscriptions 2013
Subscriptions for the society for next year are due on 1st January 2013. The rates are:E-mail Subscription

£15

Overseas members are requested to pay by Sterling cheque if possible. If you wish to pay directly into the
society’s bank you may do so but please make all charges payable by the sender and include your name in
the reference line. You may pay for more than one year’s subscription if you wish.
Please send remittances to: Norton Wragg, 10 Manor Crescent, Macclesfield, Cheshire SK10 2EN
Name………………………………………………………………
Address…………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………..
E-mail Address.................................................................................
Society Bank Details – Santander

Sort Code 09-01-51

Account 43658301

SOCIETY ANNUAL NATIONAL
MEETING 2013
MONDAY 15th AND TUESDAY 16th APRIL 2013
THE WORCESTER WHITEHOUSE HOTEL, 62 FOREGATE STREET, WORCESTER WR1 1EA
PROGRAMME MONDAY 10.00 A.M.

INTRODUCTION – THE HEINZ KATCHER MEMORIAL DISPLAY GIVEN BY
IAN GILCHRIST ENTITLED “THE 5 CENTIMES TELL BOY”
BUFFET LUNCH – 2.00 P.M. CUP COMPETITIONS - AUCTION – SOCIETY DINNER
PROGRAMME TUESDAY 10.00 A.M.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING – MEMBERS' DISPLAYS – FAREWELLS
ending at approximately 1.00 p.m.
THROUGHOUT THE TWO DAYS WERNER GATTIKER WILL HAVE A LARGE SELECTION OF HIS
STOCK AVAILABLE AND IAN GILCHRIST WILL ALSO HAVE SOME OF HIS BOXES.

Cup Competitions – full details on Page 86 of the November 2009 Newsletter and/or contact
David Hope Tel. 0161 303 0091.
Auction - those wishing to sell at the auction should bring a list (in duplicate) of their lots
indicating, if required, reserve prices.
Members' Displays – Members are encouraged to display an unspecified number of pages.
These can cover any subject (high brow or low brow or somewhere in between) which they
would like to share with their friends.

The hotel, in the heart of the city centre (adjacent to Foregate Street Station) and within
walking distance of shops and central attractions offers full facilities, superb food and
attentive service. Parking available on site. The Worcester Porcelain Museum, The
Cathedral, the Guildhall and the Commandery, combined with the surrounding countryside,
make this an ideal venue for a pleasant and relaxing break.
A fee of £25.00 per member attending is payable in advance to the Honorary Treasurer to
cover the cost of refreshments on both days and a Buffet Lunch on the Monday.
Accommodation on a Dinner, Bed and Breakfast basis (book by phoning 01905 24308
speaking to Rachael or Becky and mentioning the Society) is available at special rates
of £109.00 per Double room Sunday night, £125.00 Monday night. Single room £75.00
Sunday night, £99.00 Monday night. Superior rooms available at rates to be negotiated
when booking. Note that the cost of the Society Dinner on Monday evening is included in
the D, B & B rates for those staying in the hotel. For those not booked into the hotel there
will be a charge of £20.00 payable to the Treasurer on the day.
BOOKING FORM TO BE SENT TO
NORTON WRAGG 10 MANOR CRESCENT TYTHERINGTON MACCLESFIELD CHESHIRE SK10 2EN

I wish to attend the Society’s Annual National Meeting and enclose my cheque for £25.00
payable to 'Helvetia Philatelic Society'.
I (and my partner) …………………………wish to join the Monday evening Society Dinner.
Name (please print) …………………………………………………………………………………

